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REASON, MORALITY, AND VOLUNTARISM 
IN DUNS SCOTUS: A PSEUDO-PROBLEM 

DISSOLVED 

1. Introdoctkn: the (merely apparent) problem 

Ki some passages Scotus seems to endorse a thoroughgoing voluntarism, 
olding not merely that the moral law is established entirely by God's will, 

but even that there is no reason why Cod wills in one way rather than another.' 
In other passages, however, Scotus insists that reason plays an important rok 
in morality — that right reason is an essential element in the moral goodness of 
an action,^ and that moral truth is accessible to natural reason.' 

Many commentators have supposed that these two views are incompatible, 
and so they have seen only three options for interpreting Scotus; (i) one can sim
ply concede that Scotus is inconsistent, (ii) one can deny that Scotus in fact al
lows reason a place in morality, or (iii) one can deny that Scotus is really a thor
oughgoing voiuntarist. We can find all three of these views in print. C. R. S. 
Harris insists that Scotus is hopelessly inconsistent; 

It would seem, therefore, that the right and wrong of things is depen
dent on [God's] volition, a theory which is quite inconsistent with the 
doctrine which we have mentioned previously, that the goodness of an 
action is dependent on its conformity with right reason. That there is 
here a latent contradiction in Scotus's thought cannot be doubted, nor 
can we find a satisfactory solution to the antinomy.' 

Anthony Clinton pointedly endorses the second option, saying that for Scotus 
"[tlhings are good because God wills them and not vice versa, so moral truth is 
not accessible to natural reason."' The third option, however, has been by far 
the most popular. Most prominently of all, Allan B. Wolter appeals to this 
worry about Scotus's consistency in a number of places in the course of his at
tempts to mitigate Scotus's apparent voluntarism.* 

Why have interpreters supposed that the two views are incompatible? 1 
have never seen the argument made, but it must go more or less as follows. 
Voluntarists hold that what is morally right depends on what God wills. So if 
we are to know right from wrong, we must know what God wills with respect 
to the moral law. Since, however, God's will is (according to voluntarism) not 
determined by any reasons, it would seem that human reason would be power
less to figure out what God wills with respect to the moral law. After all, if there 
are no reasons God consults in order to decide what to will regarding the moral 
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law. there are certainly no reasons HC can consult. Hence, if we are to Inow 
what morality requires. God has to tell us. either in Scripture or by giandi^ B 
a special revelation. 

The argument is not compelling. Granted, if Scotus holds ihB wtaB b 
morally good depends on what God wilts, he must also hold that in order ID 
know what is morally good, we must know what God wills. But it does not fol
low that we must know what God wills under that descripiion. and so no en-
barrassing conclusions about Scotus's moral epislemology follow in any ob^i• 

'The following are «>me of (he passages in 
which ScoHis appears lo express such a view: 
Ordinotin 1. d. 8, pars. 2, nn. 299-300: 3. d. 
19. n. 7; 3, d. .32: .3. d. .37; .3. d. 38. n. 5; 4. d. 
4h.q. \.Rtponaiio l.d. 48:4.d.4e.q. 4. 

For (he imponancc of righi reason in ihe 
moral goodness of actions, see Ordirmtio I. d. 
I7.pars l.q. 1-2, nn. 62.92; 2,d. 7. n. 11:2. 
d. 40, n. 3; fteponulio 2. d. 7, q, 3. n. 27: J, 40. 
n. 3; QuiHlliheial Qiiesiioiis q. 18, nn. .3-6. 

Outright assenitm.s that moral truth is ac
cessible to natural reason arc harder to And. 
The passages cited in note 2 ore olten taken to 
imply that moral truth is accessible to natural 
reason — an understandable, although not 
wholly compelling, inference from Scotus's 
insistence in those passages that un act cannot 
be morally good unless the agent's own reason 
judges it to be good, in addition, Scotus says 
Mftrponaiiol. d. 22, n. 3(W ll.l:.36lb). that 
"by natural reason a human being can see that 
each of these (ten) commandments is to be ob
served" (per naturalem ralionem potest homo 
videre quixl quodlibet praecepeum ex illls est 
tenendum), 

A word about the texts and references might 
be useful here. I give references to the editions 
of Scotus's texts within parenihe.ses. A 'W' 
indicates a reference to the Wadding edition 
(Lyons. 1639; reprinted Hildesheim: Ccorg 
Dims Verlag. 1968-69): a 'V indicates a ref
erence to the Vatican critical edition (Civitas 
Vaticana; Typis Polyglottis Valicanis, 1950-). 
Latin texts arc reproduced exactly as they ap
pear in the Vatican edition. Other texts are 
edited as follows; Ordinario 2 on the basis of 
Codices A (Assist, bibl. comm., cod, 137). p 
(Parisiis, bibl. nat.. cod. lat. 15360) and Q 
(Parisiis, bibl. nat..cod. lat. \5S5iy.Ordinalio 
3-4. Codices A and Q; Reportatio 2. Oxonii, 
colt. BaJlid. 205, The innslalions are my 
own. 

'Duns Scotus (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press. 1927). 11:330-331. 

'"British Philosophy." in Encyriflpfdw <f 
Philosophy, ed. Paul Edwards (New York 
Macmillan and Free Press. 1967). IJ73. 

•"Native Freedom of the 3Vill as a Key R> 
the Ethics of Scotus." reprinted in The piUo-
sophical Theology of John Duns Scotus. e<t 
Marilyn McCord Adams (Ithaca. NY; Corwll 
University Press. 1990). pp. 148. I55-IS7-
160-161; Duns Scotus on the WM md 
Morality (Washington. D.C.: The Cachohc 
University of America Press. 1986). pp. ix-
3-5. 16-17, 25-29. 

'Here and throughout the rest of the papa I 
use 'voluntarism' to mean "Scotus's vcrsicB 
of voluntarism." There are other sorts o( voL 
untarism thai do require us to know what Cod 
wills under the description "what God wills.' 
Some voluntarisLs. for example, would ea-
dorse what we might call a voluntarism ct 
obedience, according to which obedience tn 
God is the supreme moral principle. On sucha 
view the agent's awareness that an act Is com
manded by God is obviously a necessary CCB-
dilion for right action. 

•"The Unmitigated Scotus." forthcoming in 
the Archivfiir Ceschichte der Philosophie. 

'Reportatio 2, d. 34. n. 3 (W 11.1:390b); 
"Bonum primo modo non potest habere coo-
trarium. neque privativum in naiura. quia cow 
iraria oala sunt fieri circa idem; igitur quod 
non est nalum inesse alteri. non habet cotttrv-
ium. nequc privative cpposilum; sed booum 
seu perfectum perfectiooe prima, iaquantum 
primum. non est natum aheri inesse. Etsi enim 
quantum ad id quod est posset alteri inesse. di-
cendo quod accidens aliquo modo est perfec
tum perfeclione prima vel intrinseca perfec
tiooe. quia est essentiaJis. tamen inquannim 
primum bonum dicit perfectionem in se et ad 
se." Foi a scmewhat different treatment of this 
argument, see Wollcr. The Transcendenlals 
and Their Function in the Metaphysics of 
Duns Scotus (Bonaveonire. NY: The 
Franciscan Institute. 1946). pp. 122-123. 
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ous way from his voluntarism. 
And that is really all thai needs to be said: even without looking at the texts 

of Scotus we can see that there is no tension between voluntarism' and the view 
that reason plays an essential role in morality. But since it seems somewhat 
frivolous to expect to quiet a generations-old debate by a quick a priori argu
ment. I wish to lay out Scotus's view of the role of reason in morality and show 
in detail how it coheres with his voluntarism. Of course, many commentators 
deny that Scotus was in fact a voluntarist in the strong sense i have described. 
I have argued against such interpretations elsewhere'; here 1 shall simply as
cribe to Scotus the voluntaristic views that I am convinced he held. Since the 
interpretations I reject have been driven in large measure precisely by this be
lief that Scotus cannot consistently be a voluntarist and still accord an impor
tant role to reason in morality, my interpretation of Scotus as a voluntarist will 
receive a kind of indirect support by my showing in detail how the two views 
form pan of a single consistent theory. 1 shall first consider Scotus's account of 
the necessity of right reason and then examine his view that moral truth is ac
cessible to natural reason. 

2. Right reason as an essential element of moral goodness 
Scotus recognizes two senses of 'good': primary goodness and secondary 

goodness. Primary goodness is the goodness that is convertible with being. 
Scotus argues that primary goodness has no contrary or privation in reality. For 
primary goodness, unlike an accident, is not something that an entity has', it is 
what the entity is. Whiteness (for example) is present in a while thing. 
Consequently, it is possible for the thing to continue to exist but to receive a 
contrary form. Thus, not-white can exist in reality. But primary goodness nei
ther is present in nor bears some relation to any other thing. Therefore, a thing 
cannot continue to exist but receive a form contrary to primary goodness. Thus, 
there cannot be any not-good in reality.' To put the point more simply, nothing 
can be without primary goodness, since to be without primary goodness is not 
to be at all. 

Consequently, primary goodness (which Scotus also calls essential good
ness'') cannot be the son of goodness that moral theory ascribes to acts and 
agents. For the good that is spoken of in moral theory needs not merely a con
tradictory, not good, but a contrary, evil. That is to say, good must be a prop
erty that it is possible to lack. By the aigument given above, then, the goodness 
that is important for moral theory will be some son of accident. This kind of 
goodness is what Scotus calls secondary or accidental goodness. 

Reason. Moraliry, and Voluntarism in 
Duns Scoiu.<i: A Pseudo-Problem Dissolved 
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Now moral goodness is a paiticuJar son of accidental goodness." so we 
must lirst see how Scotus characterizes accidental goodness in general and then 
see what moral goodness adds to that general characteriz^ion. Basically, a 
thing is accidentally good if and only if it has all the perfectims proper to it as 
a thing of a given species. Accidental goodness is therefore analogous to the 
beauty of a physical object. Beauty. Scotus says, is not some absolute (intrin
sic. non-relational) quality in the beautiful object It is the aggregation of all tbe 
properties that are suitable (conveniens) to the object, such as size, sh^, and 
color, together with the suitable relationship of those properties to the object 
and to each other. In the same way. accidental goodness is the secondary per
fection of some thing integrated ^m all the things that are suited to it and to 

'°For the idendficaiion of primaiy goodness 
with essential goodness, see Quodllbeial 
Questions q. 18. n. 3. Scolus's terminology is 
not aJtogether consistent. He somelitnea uses 
bonilas naluralis as a synonym for 
boniias essentialis. At Ordimtio 2, d. 7. n. 1! 
(W 6.2:566), for example, he says, "Dico quod 
ultra boniiaiem naluralem voliiionis, quae 
compeiii sibi inquanium est ens positivum. 
quae eiiam competit cuicumque enti posilivo 
secundum gradum suae entiiatis magis et 
minus, praeler iltam est triplex honitas 
moralis." Here honitas natumlis is obviously 
primary goodness. But generally, as we shall 
see, Scotus u.ses boniias naluralis to designate 
secondary goodness. This is a more sensible 
usage, since It provides a logical contrast with 
natural evil, which is a deficiency of sec
ondary goodness, and it is the usage that J fol
low. 

"Ordinatio I, d. 17. pars f. q, 1-2. n. 55; 
Qucdiibeial Questions q. 18. n. 3. 

"Ordinatio 2. d. 40. n. 2. At Ordinatio l.d. 
17. pars I. q. 1-2. n. 62 and Reportatio 2, d. 
40, n. 2. Scotus uses the analogy of beauty for 
moral goodness. 

"Ibid <W 6.2:1027). "Actus autem nalu-
raliler natus est convenire suae causae efTici-
enti, obiecio, fini. el formae. Actus igitur est 
bonus naturaliler quando habet omnia con-
venientia." In the phrase "naturaiiier natus." 
'naruraiiter' indicates that we are talking 
aboiu natural goodness, not moral goodness; 
'natus' indicates that we are talking about 
what constitutes the perfection thai an act, by 
its very nature, ought to have. An extremely 
periph^lic but nonetheless accurate transla
tion of this sentence would be. "With reused 
to its natural goodness, an act ought, if it is to 
instantiate perfectly the nature of an act (rather 

than in some way falling short of the ideal), ic 
bear an ^propriaie relationship.. 

"Ordinatio 2. d. 40. n. 3 (W 6AI028). 
"Boniias actus moralis est ex aggiegiMMae 
omnium convenientium aciui, noo abaofaieei 
naiura actus, sed quae ei cortveaiuat seem-
dum railonem rectam." 

"See especially Fidelis Schwendinger.C*M. 
"Metaphysik des Sittlichen nach Wrannes 
Duns Skolus." Wissensdudi und WriiAnr I 
(1934): 183-188; Haiiis, n:330-33f; M«y 
Ellrabeih Ingham, "Scotus and the Moeal 
Order." American Catholic Philosophical 
Quarterly 67 (1993): 135-137; and Wolter. 
Will and Morality, pp. 27, 47-51. What these 
authors have to say on this matter is far ftom 
clear, but they all at times say things that at 
least suggest the view I here reject. Certaiidy 
none of them acknowledges that Scotus's ac
count of the distinction bdween natural and 
moral goodness implies just the opposiie of lhaa 
view. Moreover, none of them draws the cru
cial connection (which I shall discuss in the 
next section) between Scotus's volimiwisni 
with respect to the moral law and the view that 
the approfaialeness of cenain objects and ends 
is determined by the divine will and theiefote 
not by our right reason. This latter failure is not 
surprising, since Schwendinger, Ingram, and 
Wdler deny that Scotus was really a thoroogb-
going voluniarist in the first place, and Haiis's 
acxpiiescence in the belief that Sccois's moral 
philosophy is hopelessly inconsistent relieves 
him of the responsibili^ of drawing camec-
lions between the two allegedly inconsisteid 
parts of Scotus's theory. 

"Ordinatio 2. d. 7. n. 11 (W 6.2:566); "con
veniens tali actui secundum dictamen rectae 
tatlonis et non solum quia est conveniens tali 
actui naturaliler." 
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each other. Perfect goodness is the concurrence of all of them. When all of them 
are lacking and yet the nature that ought to be perfected by them remains, the 
nature is altogether bad. If some are lacking, the nature is bad, but not alto
gether so.'^ 

A certain complication arises when this general account of accidental 
goodness is applied to human acts. The relationship of a moral act to its agent 
is entirely different from the relationship of a natural act to its agent, since a 
human act is elicited ^eely, on the basis of will and intellect. We can therefore 
consider human acts in two different ways: either as merely natural — that is, 
simply as acts, without considering the relationship of the act to the agent's will 
and intellect; or as moral — tfiat is, as the act of an agent possessing will and 
intellect. An act that has complete secondary goodness as considered in the first 
way is said to be naturally good; an act that also has complete secondary good
ness as considered in the second way is also morally good. 

We have already seen that accidental goodness, like beauty, is the aggre
gation of all the properties that are suitable to something as a thing of a given 
sort Applying this general account to acts, Scotus says, "Now an act is natu
rally meant to bear an appropriate relationship to its efficient cause, object, end, 
and form. So an act is naturally good when it has all (these] appropriately re
lated features.'"' Since the accidental goodness of one and the same act can be 
either natural goodness or moral goodness, it is not surprising to find that the 
same elements that together constitute the natural goodness of an act also con
stitute its moral goodness. But since natural and moral goodness differ depend
ing on how the act is considered, it is also not surprising that those elements of 
an act's accidental goodness are considered quite differently when it comes to 
moral goodness. Scotus explains the difference in this way: "The moral good
ness of an act is in virtue of the aggregation of all the things that bear an ap
propriate relationship to the act, not absolutely in virtue of the nature of the act, 
but that bear an appropriate relationship to it in accordance with right reason."'* 

So a freely elicited act is naturally good if it has an appropriate object, end, 
and form; that same act is morally good if it has the appropriate object, end, and 
form as judged by the agent's own right reason. Later in the paper 1 will dis
cuss the various elements of an act's accidental goodness in more detail. First, 
however, we should note what this account suggests about the function of right 
reason in moral acts. Interpreters have sometimes written as if the operation of 
right reason is a necessary condition for an object's being appropriate at all; in
deed, they even occasionally make it sound as if the Judgment of right reason 
is (at least part of) what makes an object appropriate." The way in which Scotus 
draws the distinction between the natural goodness and the moral goodness of 
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acts forbids such an interpretation. The appropriateness of an object or end to 
an act is already given, independently of the operation of the agent's leasoa 
Hence, Scotus speaks in one place of the object of a morally good act as ooe 
that is "appropriate to the act according to the dictate of right reason, not meiely 
because it is naturally appropriate to the act."" Here and elsewhere the iiiq>ii-
cation is that there is a fact of the matter, independent of the agent's judgment, 
about whether an act and its various features are appropriate. It is thus possible 
for an agent to perform an act that has an appropriate object (and other cir
cumstances) without thereby performing a morally good act. 

Suppose, for example, that I believe it is permissible for me to lie to my 
mother. My best friend, however, believes (rightly) that it would be wrong for 
me to lie. Perhaps because I do not wish to scandalize my friend, or perhaps be
cause I am worn down by his incessant moralizing, I go ahead and tell my 
mother the truth, believing all the while that I would be perfectly justified in 
lying to her, Now although 1 have performed the objectively appropriate action, 
my action lacks moral goodne.ss." In such a case Scotus would say that the act 
is naturally good, since it has the features that make up its secondary goodness. 
But the act is not morally good, since it does not have these features as judged 
by the agent's own right reason. 

Why does Scotus give this role to right reason? He argues that agents act
ing on the basis of will and intellect are naturally suited to have an intrinsic rule 
of rectitude for their acts — that is, to judge for themselves whether those acts 
are appropriate. And so, by the definition of secondary goodness, the acts of 
such agents must involve such a judgment if the acts are to have complete sec
ondary goodness. Now it is not enough simply to have the capacity for judg
ment; the agent must actually exercise it. And the mere exercise of that judg
ment is not enough, for the agent must act not merely in accordance with, but 
on the basis of, that judgment." 

"Tluii is. i( laclu moral goodness consid
ered as an act of uuih-ieMing. If I have lold the 
truth in order rrat to scandali/e my friend, the 
act might well be moraliy good if considered 
as an act of friendship, since I am acting on the 
basis of my judgment that one ought to refrain 
from scandalizing one's friends. 

"Fur this argument, see Quodlibelal Ques
tions q. 18, nn, 4-5, 

"Reponatio 2. d, 40, nn, 2-3 (W II.I: 
407t>-408a): "Dico quod bonilas actus potest 
esse triplex: naiuralis. moralis, el graiuiu. 
Prima bonilas est ab operanle, , . . 
Secunda bonilas in actu est moralis, et dicitur 
talis unde est viluperabilis vel laudabilis, Haec 
auiem est a causa efticiente libere," 

"QuiKllibeloi Questions q. 18. n, 4; "natum 
est regulari in suo actu per propriam cogni-
tionem." 

-'See especially Ordinasio 2. d. 40. n. 3: 
Reponeuio 2. d. 40. IL 3; and Quodtibetai 
Questions q, 18, nn. 4, 9-11. all of wtiicb 
occur in the context of a discussion of the dif
ferent elements that together constitute the 
moral goodness of acts. 

"Ordinalio 2. d. 7. n. II (W 6.2:566) has 
"bonitas virtuosa, sive ex circutnstantia"; 
Reponatio Z d. 7, q. 3. n. 27 fW 11.1:296b) 
has 1>onilas complete ex specie"; Quodlibesal 
Questions q. 18. n. 6 has "bonilas specifica. 
quae dicitur bonitas ex circumstantia." 
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This argument juslilies the distinction I drew earlier between the goodness 
of the act considered simply as an act and the goodness of that act considered 
as the act of a certain son of agent. Recall that a thing has accidental or sec
ondary goodness when it has all the perfections proper to it as a thing of a given 
kind. We have already seen that an act as such needs only to have an appropri
ate object, end, and other circumstances in order to have all the perfections that 
together constitute its secondary goodness. Scotus's argument does not show 
that an act as such requires any further perfections for its secondary goodness, 
but that acts of moral agents will not have all the perfections proper to them un
less such ^ents exercise their right reason in eliciting those acts. 

Scotus is quite ccmsistent about drawing the distinction between natural 
goodness and moral goodness in Just this way. For example, at Reponatio 2, d. 
40. nn. 2-3, he says that natural goodness comes from an agent whereas moral 
goodness is from a free efficient cause.In the case he is considering, the 
"agent" from which natural goodness comes is a human being, and hence (of 
course) a free efficient cause. So clearly the distinction is not between the good
ness of two different sorts of agents, where the acts of ordinary causes have nat
ural goodness and the acts of free causes have moral goodness; rather, the dis-
tirK;iion is between two different ways of regarding one and the same act of a 
free agent, where natural goodness pertains to the act qua act and moral good
ness pertains to the act qua act of a moral agent. 

In this way Scotus allows us to separate first-order moral questions about 
the permissibility of actions from second-order moral questions about the 
praiseworthiness of agents. In the case 1 introduced earlier, my act of truth-
telling, considered merely as an act, was good. But considered as the act of an 
agent that "is apt by nature to be ruled in its act by its own cognition,"" the act 
was not good. I did what 1 ought, but I did not do it as 1 ought. I therefore do 
not deserve praise for telling my mother the truth. As Scotus repeatedly em
phasizes, no act can deserve praise unless it is elicited freely.'' But even natu
rally good acts that are elicited freely do not deserve praise unless they were 
elicited in a way that befits a free agent. 

Thus far we have seen that an act has natural goodness when it has all the 
elements that contribute to its secondary perfection; it has moral goodness 
when it has those elements as judged by the agent's own right reason. We 
should now turn to a more detailed explanation of what those elements are. The 
most basic goodness of which a free human act is su.sceptible is goodness from 
the object. The object of an act is generally designated by the direct object of 
the active verb that represents the action. For example, if I hate God, God is the 
object of my act of haued; if 1 kill an innocent man. that man is the object of 
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my act of killing. If the object of the act is appropriate, the act is said to be 
generically good, since it is indifferent to further specification by the circum
stances of the act. as a genus is indifferent to many differences. A generically 
good act will have complete secondary goodness only if all the other circum
stances of the act are also appropriate. On the other hand, if the object of the act 
is inappropriate, the act is generically bad, and tKXie of the other circumstances 
will suffice to give it secondary goodness. 

A generically good act is specified by further circumstances. If aU of them 
are appropriate, the act has full secondary goodness, which Scotus variously 
calls "virtuous." "circumstantial," "complete," or "specific" goodness." 
Foremost among the circumstances is the end of the act. which in Scotus's 
Latin is usually signified by the object of the preposition 'propter'. For exam
ple, in treating his stock example of almsgiving, he suggests four different ends 
that the act might have: one could give alms propter vanam gloriam, propter 
subventionem proximi, propter nocumentum alicuius, or propter Dei amorem.-' 
We see from these examples that Scotus recognizes both producible ends and 
subsistent ends. Empty show," the relief of one's neighbor, and the harming of 
someone are all producible ends: that is, things or states of affairs that the agent 
intends to bring about. By contrast, in the case of the person who gives alms 
"on account of love for God." God himself is the end of the act — not of course 
as something produced by the act. but as the person for the sake of whom the 
agent acted. God is thus a subsistent end. 

-'See Ordinalio 2. d. 7. n. 12 and 
Quodlibeial Questions q. 18. n. 8. Note, by Ibe 
way. thai one who give.i alms propter subven
tionem proximi is said to have performed a 
morally good action. It is important to guard 
against the impression (hat Scoius thinks God 
is the only morally worthy end. 

'T7>e usual half-translation of 'vana gloria 
as 'vainglory' is misleading here. 'Vainglory' 
is apt 10 suggest a disposition of the agent on 
account of which he gave alms, but Scotus 
here is thinking of tu/ia gloria as something 
that the agent intended to bring atmut by 
means of his almsgiving — namely, the hol
low appearance of a generosity be does not re
ally possess. 

"keportotio 2. d. 40. n. 2. 
^Quodlibeial Questions 18. n. 6. In addi

tion to natural and moral goodness, acts can 
also have what Scoius calls meritorious or gra
tuitous goodness. The order of merit, how
ever, is no concern of the moral philosopher as 
such, and 1 shall ignore it in the discussion that 
follows. 

"QuodlibeiaJQuestionsq. l8.n.8(W 12:480). 

"Bieviier in quocuntque acni... rpMmoaaKW-
runt piura motiva ordinata agendi. lanio melior 
e«." 

"TTK most complete discussion of badness 
is at Ordinatio 2, d. 7. nn. 12-13. What foi-
lows in Ibe test proper is a somewhat formal
ized version of lotus's account. 

''What Scotus actually says is thai privative 
and contrary badness are coextensive in the 
case of generic badness. But that clearly makes 
no sense if you accept my formal dehnitiofts of 
privative and contrary badness, and in fact it 
makes no sense even on Scotus's own, less for
mal, characterization. Privative goodness, he 
says, implies merely the lack of goodness, 
whereas contrary goodness posits something 
beyond the mere lack of goodness, something 
that is inconsistent with goodness. If that is the 
case, and if every object is either suitable or 
unsuitable, then any act that lacks a suitable 
object (thus being a putative candidate for pri
vative badness) will in fact have an unsuitable 
object (thus being on Scotus's definitioo i 
trarily. and not merely privalively. bad). 
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The next circumstance is the form of the act which Scotus also calls the 
mode. The only indication of what this means is his statement that a tirade of act
ing suitable for a nobler agent might be unsuitable for a less noble agent." Next 
is the time of the act. An act should be performed only at a lime when it can be 
ordered to the appropriate end. The last extrinsic circumstairae is place, about 
uliich Scotus has nothing to say except that it does not matter for many acts.* 

It sometimes happens that a single act has all of the circumstances pertain
ing to two (or m<xe) virtues at once. In such a case the act has a twofold (or 
manifold) moral goodness. If 1 go to church both in order to make good on a 
vow and out of love for God, the act has a twofold moral goodness. "In short" 
Scotus says, "in any given act. . . the greater number of ordinate motives for 
acting that concur, the better the act is."" And the same is true of moral bad
ness: the greater the number of inordinate motives that concur, the worse the 
act is. 

Further light on the nature of goodness is shed by Scotus's discussion of 
the badness that is opposed to it." Each level of goodness (generic and circum
stantial) has a corresponding level of badness. Any of these can be understood 
as either contrary to or privative of the corresponding goodness. Privative bad
ness is merely the absence of goodness. Convary badness is the presence of 
something inconsistent with goodness. To put this in the form of definitions: 

X is privatively bad=di for any positive property f that x has, (i) it is 
possible that (x has f & x is good), and (ii) x is not good 
X is contrarily bad=, there is some positive property f such that x has 
f, and it is not possible that (x has f & x is good) 
In the case of generic goodness, there can be only contrary badness, not 

privative badness. For every act has an object, and (according to Scotus) every 
object is necessarily either conveniens or disconveniens to a given act. If every 
object is either suitable or unsuitable, then any act that does not have a suitable 
object will have an unsuitable object, i. e., one that makes generic goodness not 
merely absent but impossible. So there can be no privative generic badness." 

Scotus's insistence that every object is either conveniens or disconveniens 
to a given act might seem puzzling at first, but upon reflection it becomes clear 
that there can be no middle ground in this. For example, think about the act of 
eating. Anything that is not food is clearly unsuited to the act, and anything that 
is good food is clearly suited to the act. So perhaps we would initially be dis
posed to say that whatever falls between those two extremes (call that category 
"junk food") is neither suited nor unsuited. 

But that attempt does not bear scrutiny. For there will be some junk food 
that will occasionally be an appropriate object of eating, as birthday cake on 
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(HK'S birthday when one has otherwise been eating well and will not be hanned 
by it. We must consider this kind of junk food to count as a suitable object in 
just (he same way that good food is a suitable object (After all. the fact thai 
broccoli is a suitable object does not mean that there are no circumstances 
under which one ought not to eat broccoli; it means that there are some cir
cumstances under which it is permissible to eat broccoli.) There will be other 
junk food that is harmful in some way, "food" in the sense that it can be as
similated (unlike, say. stones), but food that actually undermines health. We 
must consider this kind of junk food to count as an unsuitable object in just the 
same way that things that are not food at alt are unsuitable objects. 

''Scolus's account of indifrereni acts has 
been seriously misunderstood in the sec
ondary literature. For example, in the course 
of a single paragraph land its as.soclaied foot
notes) Mary Eliaalxeih Ingham. "Scoius and 
the Moral Order," American Catholic 
Philosophical Quarterly 6y (199.^): 136. gives 
three different characterizations of morally in
different acts. S)M first says that an indineicnt 
act is one "whose object is not inappropriate 
or irrational, but which all tire same is not ap
propriate in a moral scn.se." But there Is no 
such act. as we have seen. Every moral act has 
cither an appropriate object (and is therefore 
generically good) or an inappropriate object 
(and is therefore generically had). Then in the 
footnote at the end of that sentence, she says 
that "By 'indifferent" Scotus refers to an act 
performed in tlie absence of moral intent." 
That soti of act. like "stroking the beard or 
brushing off a bit of straw and suchlike" (these 
arc the examples she cites in the next fooi-
noce). is not moral at all. and is a fortiori not 
morally indinerent, (Indeed, she cites those 
examples from Ordinatio 2. d. 41. where 
Scoius quite clearly de.scribcs them as actus 
non htunani. de quihus aon est sermo — "acts 
that are not jproperly speaking! human acls, 
which are not what I am talking about.") 
Rnaliy, in that very same footnote she quotes 
a passage from Qundlibrial Questions q. 18. 
n. 7. that does indeed describe circumstan
tially indiffereni acts as 1 have done in the 
paragraph above. 

Klaus Hedwig. in "Actus indifferens: Ober 
die Tfieoric des indifferenten Handelns bei 
Thomas von Aquin und Duns Scoius," 
Philasophisches Jahrbuch 95 (1988): 120-
• 31, Is closer to the corttcl account, but he 
falls prey to terminological confusion of his 
own making (most notably his identiltcaiian 

of generic goodness with moral goodnessi. 
that terminological confusion in turn some
times seems to lead him into substantive enm 

Still the rtwst thorough account of Scotns's 
theory of moral goodness in general is Fidehs 
Schwcndinger. "Metaphysik des SinJichen 
nach Johannes Duns Scotus." Wissenschs^ 
und Weisheit I (1934): 180-210; 2 (1935): 
18-50. 112-135; 3(1936): 93-119. 161-190. 
His explicit account of indiffereni acts 
(1:200-206) Is exactly right, except that he 
concentrates entirely on (he end and seems not 
to realize that a deficiency of any of the cir-
cumslances of a generically good act suffices 
to render the act indifferent (or privatively cir
cumstantially bad). But some of his other 
claims have implications that jeopardize the 
accuracy of his account. For example, he ar
gues (1:198-200) that the object somehow 
participates in the goodness of the end- so thtf 
in addition to the natural goodness of tlte ob
ject there must also be a moral goodness of the 
object. But (his view implies that no individ
ual acts can be morally indifferent. For an act 
with a defective end would ipso facto also 
have a defective object, and as we have seen, 
an act with a defective object is generically 
rttorally bad. Scoius. however, holds that some 
individual acts have an appropriate object but 
a defective, though not impermissible, end. 
Such an act is morally indifieieni according to 
Scotus. 

"Rectus and recliludo for Scotus i>ear1y al
ways imply conformity with an external stan
dard. Admittedly, lie is willing to speak of the 
divine will as recta or as having rectitudo. 
even (hough there is no external standard to 
which it can conform. But he does this pre
cisely to emphasize that the divine will is its 
own standard, and so it is eoncqitually itnpos-
sible for the divine will to fail to be recta. 
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If, as this picture suggests, convenienlia corresponds roughly to permissi-
bilitv (rather than outright obligatoriness) of the object, and disconvenienlia 
corresponds roughly to impermissibility of the object, it makes sense to say that 
the two are contraries, just as permissibility and impermissibility are contraries. 

When we get to circumstantial badness there is room for such a thing as 
privative badness. As Scotus repeatedly emphasizes, moral goodness is the in
tegration of all the circumstaiKes dictated by right reason. Therefore, if any one 
of them is lacking, the act falls short of moral goodness. For example, if one 
gives alms to a beggar without observing the proper end of such an action (per
haps because one never considers the end), the act is not morally good. It is pri-
\ atively bad, because it lacks one of the properties it needs in order to have 
complete circumstantial goodness. But it is not contrarily bad, as it would be if 
one gave alms for the sake of some impermissible end, such as empty show. A 
privatively bad act can also be called an indifferent act. since it is in the genus 
of moral acts but does not have the differences (circumstaiKes) by which good 
and bad acts are separated into species. 

Now that 1 have laid out the relevant parts of Scotus's theory of moral 
goodness. I can address our original questions. First, is the necessity of right 
reason for moral goodness consistent with voluntarism about the moral law? 
The answer is surely yes. As we have already seen, when Scotus says that in a 
morally good act right reason judges that (for example) the object is appropri
ate, he does not mean that the appropriateness of the object is in some way de
pendent on the agent's exercise of right reason. On the contrary, the object is 
already appropriate, independently of the agent's judgment: the fact that the 
agent's judgment corresponds to what is actually the case is exactly why the 
agent's reason is described as righi reason." So the view that right reason must 
be exercised in order for a particular act to be morally good is consistent with 
any number of different views about what in fact makes certain objects, ends, 
and other circumstances appropriate or inappropriate. 

Although 1 will not put it in quite those terms, the next section will show 
that, according to Scotus, the appropriateness of an object or an end to a given 
act is, except for cases of metaphysical necessity, determined by God's free 
choice. Accordingly, Scotus says that no act, except for the love of God for his 
own sake, is wholly good simply on the basis of its object," since God is nec
essarily an appropriate object of love under any circumstances whatsoever. Any 
other object can, by divine decree, be either morally licit or illicit, which is 
equivalent to saying that its appropriateness is determined by the divine will. 

Hence, for example, God has contingently brought it about that an innocent 
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human being is an inappropriaie object for an act of killing." This is another 
way of saying that God has contingently made it the case that murder is bad. So 
if I judge correctly that murder is bad and on the basis of that judgment re&ain 
from committing murder (and if the other circumstances of my act of refrain
ing from murder are what they should be), my act is morally good. My right 
reason is a necessary condiuon for the moral goodness of that particular act, but 
it has nothing at all to do with the appropriateness of the object or other cir
cumstances. More generally, no act can be morally good unless the agent s own 
reason correctly ascertains the relevant moral facts, but the moral fa^ them
selves are (except in cases of metaphysical necessity) freely established by 
God's will. 

My second question is whether the necessity of right reason for moral 
goodness implies that moral truth is accessible to natural reason. We can see 
very easily that it does not. Recall the example I discussed earlier, in which 1 
am deciding whether to lie to my mother. In that example, my act of 
truth-telling is not morally good unless I judge that lying is wrong and then tell 
the truth on the basis of that judgment. Right reason as so described in no way 
implies that my judgment thM lying is wrong must itself be made on the basis 
of natural reason. Suppose that 1 do not know — suppose even that 1 cannot 
know — that lying is wrong unless God tells me so. I could still meet the re
quirements for moral goodness as Scotus lays them out; I need only believe 
what God tells me and act on the basis of that belief. If right reason requues 
no more of us than that (and Scotus nowhere indicates that it requires more), 
there is, once again, not even the appearance of conflict between voluntarism 
and the view that right reason is essential to morality. 

3. The accessibility of moral truth to natural reason 
But in fact Scotus does not hold that we must consult Scripture or receive 

'To use the leiminolosy explained earlier, 
the only generically good aci that cannot be 
circumscaniialiy bad is the love of God for his 
own sake. Scotus sometimes expresses this el-
liptically — and misleadingly — by saying 
that the love of Cod is the only generically 
good act. Woller {Will and Morality, p. 22) ac
cordingly says that all our moral obligations 
other than the obligation to love God "are in
different per re generically. and become 
morally good or bad dependent on the circum
stances." This statement is mistaken, hosvever, 
because (as we have seen) there are no gener
ically indifferent acts: Indifference comes in at 
the level of ciieumstanlial goodness. Scotus 
does not really mean that the love of Cod b 

the only generically good act; any act with a 
suitable object is generically good. 

"Ordinoiio X d. 38, n. S. 
"Ordinalio 3. d. 37. n. 6 (W 7.2:898). "Quia 

sequitur necessario. si est Deus, est amaiidns 
ui Deus. el quod nihil aliud est colenduro tao-
quam Deus. nec Deo est facienda irreveraMM: 
et per consequens in istb non poterii Deus tlis-
pensare. ut ^iquis possit Ikiie facere opposi-
tum talis ptohibili." 

•'It may seem odd to speak of proposUicms 
that express prohibitions or injunctions. BiK 
Scotus picfers to state the moral law in the 
form declarative sentences using the gerun
dive: "God is to be loved." "Murder is not to 
be dooe." and so on. 
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special revelations in order to know what mcnality requires of us. His account 
of our natural knowledge of the moral law is somewhat complicated, however. 
1 shall begin by laying out the distinction he draws between necessary and con
tingent moral truths. Since on Scottis's account it is perfectly clear how we 
know necessary moral truths, the remainder of this section will be devoted to 
the difficult question of how we kiww contingent moral truths. After showuig 
that our knowledge of the contingent part of the moral law cannot be acquired 
in the way many cmnmentators have supposed, I shall argue that for Scotus 
contingent moral truths are immediate, in the sense that our knowledge of their 
truth is not grounded in the knowledge of any logically prior truths that explain 
Of account for their truth, and 1 ^all show how Scotus makes use of immedi
ate contingent propositions more generally in his theory of knowledge. 

As is well known, Scotus divided the moral law into two parts. The first 
part includes only necessary truths. More specifically, it includes moral propo
sitions that are per se notum ex lerminis and conclusions that follow necessar
ily from such propositions. For example, the first commandment, "You shall 
have no other gtxls before me," and the second. "You shall not take up the name 
of the Lord your God with levity." are necessary "because if God exisu. it fol
lows necessarily that he is to be loved as God, and that nothing else is to be 
worshiped as God, and no irreverence is to be done to God. Consequently, God 
could not dispense from these so that someone could licilly do the opposite. " 

This pan of the moral law, the "first table of the Decalogue," is obviously 
accessible to natural reason. If we know the meanings of the terms used in such 
a proposition, we cannot help seeing that it is true. So if we can know the mean
ings of the relevant terms through natural reason — as we certainly can — we 
can know the truth of these propositions through natural reason. The difficulty 
comes in understanding how the rest of the moral law (the "second table of the 
Decalogue") can be accessible to natural reason. For the rest of the moral 
law — which includes such things as the prohibitions of murder, theft, and 
adultery, as well as the injunction to honor our parents — is contingent, and the 
propositions expressing those prohibitions and injunctions" are not per se 
notum ex lerminis. 

Now there are two ways in which a contingent truth can be known: either 
mediately (through some other proposition or propositions) or immediately. 
Here we have finally arrived at a point where Scotus's voluntarism really does 
place a limit on the role of reason in morality. The truth of the matter, as 1 shall 
now show, is that Scotus's voluntarism commits him to the view that we can
not know the contingent part of the moral law by argument (mediately). 
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Moreover. Scotus is quite aware of this implication: be draws it exfriicnly. Bo 
Scotus does think we can know the contingent part of the m«aJ law by oaoni 
reason: we know it immediately. So the commentattHs have not been ahogeifaer 
wrong in seeing a conflict between voluntarism and the view that moral troth b 
accessible to natural reason. Wolter offers, in Scotus's name, argtunenis for 
specific moral conclusions; having done so. he is right to reject the idea da 
Scotus is a thoroughgoing voluntarist. Quinton. byconuast understands Scotus 
as a thoroughgoing voluntarist. and so he is right to draw the coocluskn that 
we cannot know the contingent part of the moral law by argument. Woher's 
mistake is to suppose that Scotus ever offers an argument for a contii^ent 
moral proposition; Quinton's is to suppose that if we cannot know the monl 
law by argument, we cannot know it by natural reason at all. 

The connection between Scotus's voluntarism and the view that wecanoM 
know the contingent part of the moral law by argument is quite straightforward. 
Scotus argues that the contingent part of the moral law is freely detennined by 
the divine will. And he understands 'freely' here in a strong sense: 

And if you ask why the divine will is determined to one of a pair of 
contradictories rather than to the other. I must reply that "It is charac
teristic of the untutored to look for causes and proof for every
thing." ... Therefore, there is no cause why the will willed, except that 
the will is the will, just as there is no cause why heat heats, except that 

"Ei si quaeras quare ergo volunias divina 
magis deieminahliur ad unum contradictor-
ionim quam ad aiierum, respondeo; "indisci-
piinaii est quoercrc omnium cuusas et dcmon-
straiioneni. . . . Ideo huius "quare vofunta-s 
voluit" nulla est causa nisi quia voluntas est 
voluntas, sicut huius "quare calcr est calefac-
livus" nulla est causa nisi quia calor est color, 
quia nulla est prior causa. Ordinatio I. d 8 
pars 2. n. 299 (V 4:.t24-325). 

"It will be objected here that •murder" sim
ply means "wrongful homicide." This is a du
bious claim at best, even regarding ordinaiy 
language. Certainly the Scholastics tended to 
define murder materially (as being a certain 
class of homicides) rather than formally (as 
wrongful homicide). So to say that murder is 
wrong is not to make the trivial claim that 
wrongful homicide is wrong, but to make the 
informalive claim thai certain homicides 
those that answer to certain descriptions that 
are themselves formulated in non-moral terms 
— are wrong. (On (his matter as Aquinas un
derstood it. see Jean Porter. The Recovery of 
Vime. Louisville. tCeniiscky; Westminster/ 
John Knox Press. 1990. pp. 128-131.) Still, if 
the objection is allowed to stand, I can refor

mulate the argument as follows. The fact that 
homicide of certain sorts is prohibited does 
not follow from anything other than the divm 
will, So any argument purporting to derive 
that prohibition from any truth other than the 
fact of God's willing such a prollibition most 
be invalid. 

"Will and Morality, p. 27. 
"Tbid., p. 24. The words "owes to human 

nature in virtue of his generosity" are not. as 
one would suppose, a direct quotation from 
Scolus. but an echo of Ordinatio 4, d. 46. q. 1. 
n. I2(W 10:2.33); "Creaturisauiem est debitor 
ex liberalitaie sua." For a similar view of the 
relation between human nature and the contin
gent part of (he moral law. see Frederick 
Coplestor). S.J.. A Historv of Philosophv III: 
547 (New York: Doubicday. 1963). Woher 
cites and endorses Copleslon's view on pp. 24 
and 25 of Will and Moraiiry. Similar claims 
are made by Schwendinger. 2 (1935): 121-
123. 130-135. For example, on p. 121 he says, 
"Gon mu6 den Menschen verpfiichten zu 
jehoen wahren Wenen. die sein bedilrttiges 
Wesen auch wirklich leleologisch zur Vollen-
dung bringen. er muS ihm dysleleologiscbc 
Scheinwerte und Unwerte verbieien." 
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heat is heat. For there is no prior cause." 
So God's willing in one way rather than another does not follow from any prior 
truths: the proposition "God wills F' is, if it is contingent, not merely contin
gent but immediate. Consequently, we know in advance that any argument pur-
poning to establish the truth of a contingent moral proposition will be invalid. 
For example, there is no cause of its being the case that murder is prohibited 
other than the fact that God willed to prohibit murder. An argument purporting 
to show some other cause, some reascm for that prohibition besides God's will, 
must be invalid. Fm- its conclusion, that murder is wrong, does not in fact fol
low from any other pn^sitions whatsoever." 

Now it might be thought that I have moved a bit too fast here. There are. 
after all. entailment relations among various contingent propositions. So I have 
to qualify my earlier claim that any contingent proposition about what God 
w ills must be not merely contingent but imntediate. After all. "God wills that 
there be horses" and "God wills that there be animals" are both contingent, but 
the former entails the latter, and the latter is (or at least might be) known on the 
basis of the former. "God wills that there be animals" therefore seems to be 
contingent but not immediate. 

So perhaps the contingent propositions of the moral law follow from some 
other contingent propositions. The obvious place to look is at human nature, 
which is a contingent creation. Does the contingent part of the moral law fol
low from facts about human nature? We can find commentators on both sides 
of the question. Wolter has frequently argued that Scotus recognizes a close 
connection between human nature and the moral law. He says, for example, 
that "Scotus, in determining what pertains to natural law, continually falls back 
on what is naturally good for human nature.""And in discussing the possibility 
of dispensation from the second table of the Decalogue, he says that 'God 
could obviously not dispense from all its precepts at once, for this would be 
equivalent to creating man in one way and obligating him in an entirely differ
ent fashion, something contrary to what he 'owes to human nature in virtue of 
his generosity'."" On the other side, Patrick Lee argues that Scotus's view is 
distinctive precisely because he does not acknowledge such a close relationship 
between human nature and the contingent part of the moral law: 

|F)or both Aquinas and Scotus God's absolute power extends to 
everything that does not involve a contradiction. Where they differ is 
precisely here: does a dispensation from a precept of the second table 
of the Decalogue involve a contradiction? Aquinas says yes, and 
Scotus says no. For Aquinas the obligations expressed in the 
Decalogue's second table somehow necessarily belong to man's na-
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(ure. so thai jusi as God could noc create a man without a ratioaai sool 
so He could not create a man not obliged by those precepts. ForScotus 
this is not the case.* 
On this question Lee is clearly right. We can sec this most easily by look

ing at what Scotus says in his treatment of the Decalogue at Ordmttio 3. d. 37. 
This discussion is frequently cited in order to establish the claim that Scotus le-
garded the hrsi table of the Decalogue as necessary and the second table as coo-
tingent, but commentators fail to notice the reasons Scotus gives for supposing 
that the second table is contingent. Scotus argues quite explicitly that God can. 
without contradiction, create human beings and yet not establish the com
mandments of the second table: 

For in the things that they prescribe there is no goodness necessary for 
the goodness of the ultimate end that turns one towards the ultimate 
end. and in the things they prohibit there is no badness that necessar-

'"Aquinu and Scotus on Liberty and the 
Natural Law," Proceedings oj the American 
Caiholic Philosophical Association 56 (1982): 
71. 

"Non enim in his quae praecipiuniur ibi est 
boniias necessaria ad bonitaiem uitimi finis, 
converiens ad finem ultimum; nee in his quae 
prohibentur est ntalitia necessario averiens 
a fine ultimo: quin si bonum istud esset 
praeceplum. posset finis ultimus amari et al-
lingi, el si illud malum non esset prohibitum, 
siarei cum eo acqulsiiio finis uitimi. E>e prae-
ceptis auiem primae tabulae secus est. quia ilia 
immediate respiciuni I>eum pro obiecto. 
Ordinalio 3, d. 37, nn, 5-6 (W 7.2:898). 

"The "matter" of an act is what Scotus usu
ally calls the "object" (as in the analysis of 
goodness esplain^ in section 2 above). 

"The argument is at Ordinalio 3, d. 38. n. 5. 
For the full Latin text, see rtote 47. This son of 
argument is hard to square with Woller's in
sistence that (he precepts of (he second table 
"can be dispensed with according to right rea
son. when iheir observation would eMail more 
harm than good" iWill and Morality, p. 24; 
italics mine). For Scotus has deliberately set 
up his two cases in such a way that the conse
quences of killing the man in the first case are 
no difterenl from the consequences of killing 
him in the second case. 

Wolter also says. "Even the sort of dispen
sations Scotus sees God making, we might 
also note, are always in accord with right rea
son, and ate something the human mind did 
figure out. Of might have if emotions did not 
blind one's reason" (Ibid., p, 26). Such is 

clearly not the case in the hypothetical: 
lion Scotus seu up here. Moreover, h is tfiffi-
culi to see how Abraham's obligadoa to sach-
flce Isaac was something he could bare 
figured out on his own. And finally. SCOOE 
also considers the possibility that a sinsaciao 
might arise in which polygamy was apprapn-
ate once again (Ordinalio 4. d. 33. q. I. nn. 
5-6), The fact that such a situation oteaiDcd is 
something we could ceriainly figure out — 
Scotus tells us just what the cotxiilioos ace. 
and ihcy are not difficult to recognize. Even 
so, Scotus seems to think (hat human leasoo 
would be overstepping hs bounds if it wen 
ahead and conclided that polygamy was in 
fact licit. For even under those circumstances 
polygamy would be licit only if God ap
proved. God's approval might be given (but it 
might not), and if it were, it would appaieotiy 
need to be specially revealed to (he Qiinch. 

"More precisely, there is no such argument 
that proceeds entirely from premises that 
make no mention of the divine will, 

"There are also a number of very intoestiiig 
arguments from Scriptine that I shall pass over 
as being more properly theological than ptiilo-
st^hical. 

'Ordiaatio 3. d. 38. a 3 (W 7,2.-9l9). "Sed 
contra, meodacium non opponitur immediMe 
primae veritaii, sed verilati alicuius rei. de qua 
loquens menlitur: sicut igitur malitia opposita 
alicui bono create non necessario aveitit a 
bono increato. iia nec falsiias opposita 
cuicumque veritati iirpenineati primae veri
taii avertit a prima verilate." 
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ily lums one away from the ultimate end. So even if that good were 
not commanded, the ultimate end could be loved and attained; and if 
that evil were not prohibited, the attainment of the ultimate end would 
be consistent with that evil. With the commandments of the first table, 
however, it is otherwise. siiKe they have to do intmediately with God 
as their object" 

And in an argument that we shall examine again later, Scotus irtakes it even 
clearer that the precepts of the second table do not depend on human nature. He 
gi\ es us two cases involving "an innocent man who is useful to the state." In 
the first case, that man is "illicit matter*' for killing:" in the second he is not 
There is no diH^erence between the two cases other than the bare fact that in the 
second case God has revoked the commandment "You shall not kill."" This ar
gument illustrates just how uncompromising Scotus's voluntarism really is. For 
it shows not merely that the prohibition against killing this man does not follow 
from any facts about human nature, but that this prohibition does not follow 
from any facts whatsoever, other than God's will. 

As 1 have argued, this uncompromising voluntarism commits Scotus to the 
view that there is no valid argument for any contingent moral truth." Scotus is 
quite aware of this implication, as we can see by examining his treatment of 
particular moral questions. As an example of the way in which he analyzes pur
ported arguments for moral truths, 1 shall consider his discussion of lying. 

Scotus considers three philosophical arguments for the claim that lying is 
always wrong." The first argument would, if successful, show that the prohibi
tion against lying belongs to the necessary part of the moral law. According to 
this argument, lying is wrong because it necessarily turns one away from God; 
for a lie is opposed to the truth, and God is the Truth. Scotus replies. 

In fact, though, lying is not opposed immediately to the First Truth, 
but to the truth of some particular thing about which the speaker is 
lying. Therefore, just as an evil opposed to some created good does not 
necessarily turn one away from the Uncreated Good, so a falsehood 
opposed to some truth unrelated to the First Truth need not tum one 
away from the First Truth." 
The second argument, drawn from Aquinas (2a2ae.l 10..1), purports to 

show that lying is genetically bad and can therefore never be morally licit. The 
generic character of an act is determined by its object. The appropriate object 
of speech is something true, or at least believed to be true. A lie never has the 
appropriate object, and so it is genetically bad. 

Scotus's chief objection to the argument involves an analogy with 
murder. 
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On the contrary, things believed to be wholly false are no more iiia|>-
propriate maner for speech than an innocent man. useful to the state, 
is illicit matter for killing. But even with these conditions on the pan 
of the matter (i.e.. the man. etc.) remaining the same, it can become 
licit to kill such a man — namely, if God were to revoke the com
mandment. "You shall not kill," as was said in the preceding question 
[concerning the Decalogue]; and not merely licit, but meritorious — 
namely, if God were to command one to kill, as he commatided 
Abraham regarding Isaac. So, by a similar or even stronger {argu
ment). it can become licit to make an utterance believed to be false, if 
the commandment not to deceive, which appears to exist, were to be 
revoked, just as [killing would be licit] if the commandment against 
killing were to be revoked. For the commandment not to deceive is no 
more binding than the commandment not to kill. After all, it is less bad 
to take away true opinion from one's neighbor, or to be the occasion 
of generating false opinion in him. than to take away his bodily life. 
Indeed, there is scarcely a comparison." 

The reference to the discussion of the Decalogue in the preceding question es
tablishes the context in which Scotus understands this argument to work. 
Scotus argues there that only acts with an immediate relation to the divine na
ture are necessarily good or bad. If an act has such a relation, it is easy enough 
to see how the act is right or wrong in itself. For example, peijury involves an 
immediate relation to God, since Scotus understands peijury as the deliberate 
act of swearing by God to something one disbelieves or doubts." Such an act 
clearly involves irreverence to God. which cannot be licit. 

But if an act lacks an immediate relation to the divine nature, its tightness 

"Ibid., n. S. Contra lioc. rton magis est ma
teria indebila locutionis, quaitdo creduniur 
omnia esse falsa, quant sit illicila materia oc-
cisionis mort Itominis innocentis et ulilii 
Reipublicae; sed stantibus islis condilionibus 
ex parte rttaieriae. scilicet hominU &c.. potest 
fieri licilum occidere lalem homincm, puta si 
Deus tevocet iilud praeccptum, Non occuies-
sicut dictum e«l in quaestione praecedenie; el 
non solum liciium. sed meritorium. puta si 
Deus praecipial occidere, <icut praecepil 
Abrahae de Isaac. Igitur a simili vel a maiori 
potest fieri licilum proferre oralionem credi-
lam es.se falsam. si praeceptum revocetur. 
quod videlur esse, de non decipiendo. sicut si 
revocetur praeceptum de non occidendo: quia 
non magis ligat hoc praeceptum de non decip
iendo quam illud praeceptum de non occi
dendo, Minus enim malum est aufene prox
imo opinionem veram, vel occasionaliter 

gene rare in eo opinionem falsam. quam au-
ferre sibi vilam corporajem; imo non est quasi 
comparalio. 

The discussion of peijury is at Ordinatio 
3. d. 39. To tie perfectly precise, peijury is the 
deliberate act of swearing by God to some
thing one does not believe to IK true with the 
degree of certainty established by positive law 
or custom as pertaining to the oath one is tak
ing or the forum in which one is taking it. 

'Ordinario 3. d. 38. n. 7 fW 7.2.-954): 
Universaliter omne tale mendacium (hoc est. 
nocivum) ex deliberaiione dictum est pecca-
luro moctale cuicumque. ftotiibetur enim sim-
pliciler illo praecepto. Non loqaeris contra 
proximum tuum falsum leslimonium. Non 
enim testimonium est praecise in iudicio, sed 
quando aliquis ex ceita deliTieratione assent 
quod ignoral vel cuius oppositum sciL 
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or vvTongness is subject to God's will. There is, as Scotus argues, no immedi
ate connection between particular truths or falsehoods and the divine nature. 
God was therefore free to establish a moral order in which things believed to be 
false were licit matter for speech; indeed, even in the present moral order he is 
free to dispense any of us from the obligation to tell the truth. In fact, if the anal
ogy with God's command to Abraham is taken seriously, we have to conclude 
that Scotus believes that God is free not simply to permit us to lie, but to com-
rmnd us to lie. And in such a case, lying would be not merely licit but merito
rious. 

The third argument Scotus considers is taken from St Bonaventure's 
Commentary on the Sentences, Book 3, distinction 38, question 2. It rests on 
the claim that lying by its nature involves an evil intention, the intention to de
ceive. Therefore, any lie will be circumstantially bad, since it is directed to a 
morally illicit end. Scotus offers no refutation of this argument as he does of the 
Thomist argument, and one might conclude that he endorses Bonaventure's 
reasoning. If I am correct, however, we should resist this conclusion, both on 
the general theoretical grounds that 1 have stated and on the specific ground that 
the analysis of the Thomist argument can, mutatis mutandis, be made to apply 
to Bonaventure's argument. 

The discussion of lying that follows bears out my interpretation. First, in 
discussing famous lies from Scripture, Scotus is willing to admit that there are 
cases in which someone deliberately tells a falsehood with the intention to de
ceive and yet is not held guilty of sin. We can therefore be certain that 
Bonaventure's account of what makes lying sinful cannot be correct. Second, 
the only "proof of the wrongness of lying that Scotus endorses is the appeal to 
revelation. 

Without exception, every lie [that does harm] and is told deliberately 
is a mortal sin for anyone whatsoever, since it is prohibited uncondi
tionally by the commandment, "You shall not speak false testimony 
against your neighbor." For false testimony is not exclusively in court, 
but whenever someone out of certain deliberation asserts either what 
he does not know or the opposite of what he does know." 

Third, the distinction Scotus makes between lies that are mortally sinful and those 
that are rtot has to do. not with whether they involve the intention to deceive, but 
with whether they do harm. And as the analogy with murder makes clear, the pro
hibition against doing harm is contingent in such a way that one could not come 
to know by any chain of reasoning that such a prohibition is in force. 

In short, no facts about human nature, divine nature, particular people, or 
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particular situations constrain God's contingent and sovereign willing of the 
moral law. There is no inicrmediary, so to speak, between God's will aod the 
contingent part of the moral law. So there is iwwhere for natural reasonii^ to 
get started in formulating any sort of discursive justification for a cootn^eoi 
moral truth. It cannot start from God's will itself, since God's will is ixx ac
cessible to natural reason. It cannot start from anywhere else, because there is 
no road from anywhere else — that is, from any of the facts that are accessible 
to natural reason — to any contingent moral truth. 

Nonetheless, we are not forced into the conclusion dreaded by some inter
preters — namely, that the moral law is not accessible to natural reason. Sraois 
recognizes the existence of contingent truths that are immediate, thai is. DOI de
rived from any logically prior (ruths. Indeed, he insists that there must be such 
truths: "otherwise there would be an infinite regress in contingent truths, or else 
something contingent would follow from a necessary cause — either of which 
is impossible.'"" Now we need to distinguish here between two sorts of imme
diate contingent truths. 1 shall call them metaphysically immediate and epis-
lemically immediate. Metaphysically immediate contingent truths are those for 
which there is no further explanation at all: they are the sorts of truths we might 
be inclined to call "brute facts" — not merely brute relative to other facts, bat 
absolutely brute, as we might say." Scolus's favorite examples of such truths 
are. not surprisingly, facts about the divine will. 

Among contingent truths there is a first that is immediate and nonethe
less contingent, since it is not traced to a necessary truth (for a contin
gent truth does not follow from a necessary truth). And therefore in 
this case one must stop with "The will of God wills this," which is 
contingent and yet immediate, since there is no other cause, logically 
prior to the will, of why the will wills this and not something else." 

"Ordinaiio I. d. 3. pars I. q. 4. n. 238 (V 
3:145); "vel essel processus in infinilum in 
coniingeniibus. vel aliquod condngens se-
querelur ex causa ncccssaria, quonim 
ulrumque est impossibiJc." See also Ordinatio 
pro!., pars 3. qq. 1-3, n. 169. and I. d- 8. pars 
2. n. 300. 

"M«e ronTMily^ is a meuphysically im
mediate conlingeni inilh if and only if (i) p. 
(ii) 0-p. and (ill) - qf^explains oraccounu 
lot pi 

"Ordinaiio I.d. 8, pais 2. n. 300(V 4:323): 
in coniingeniibus esl nliquid primum quod esl 
immedialum. et Camen csmtingens. quia non 
Malur ad neces.sahum (non enim ex nccessario 
scquiiur coniingens). ci ideo oponei hie stare 
ad istam 'voJunia.s Dei vult hoc', quae esl con
iingens el lamen inunediaia. quia nulla alia 
causa prior est raiione volumaiis. quare ipsa 

sit huius el non allerius. 
"Ordinaiio I. d. 3. pars I. q. 4, n. 238 (V 

3:144-1451: oRalionemquaerunl quorum mi 
esl ralio, demonsiralionis enim principU noe 
est demonsiratio». For 'reason(s)' in ihe trans
lation we could .substitute 'prooffs)'. 'agv-
mentfs)', oreven 'explanalion(s>'. 

"Ibid., nn. 238-239; Ergo per ipsum. ibi. 
'nos vigilare' est per se nolum sicui princip-
ium demonsirationis; nee obstai quod est eoa-
lingens. quia, sicut dictum esl alias, onto est in 
coniingeniibus. quod aliqua est prima et im-
mediata.... Et sicut est ceniludo de 'vigilate' 
sicut de per se nota lia etiam de multis abis 
actibus qui .sunt in poleslate nostra (ui 'me in-
lelligere'. 'me audire'). 

"Scotus uses these words al Ordinatio proL. 
pars 2. n. 108; 2, d. 28. n. 8: and 3. d. 37. n. 14. 
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This sort of immediacy, however, is not characteristic of the contingent part of 
the moraJ law. There is a "logically prior" cause — the divine will itself— that 
explains why the moral law is what it is. 

The moral law is therefore not metaphysically but epixientically immedi
ate. That is. while the fact that murder is wrong depends upon and is in some 
sense explained by the fact that God wills that murder be wrong, our knowledge 
that murder is wrong does not depend upon our knowledge that God wills that 
murder be wrong. Scotus certainly recognizes contingent truths that are imme
diate in this epistemic sense. In discussing Aristotle's response to certain paleo-
Canesians who demanded proof that we are awake and not dreaming. Scotus 
cites the Philosopher's diagnosis; "They seek reasons for things for which there 
is no reason. For there is no demonstration of a principle of demonstration."" 
And he adds: 

Therefore, according to Aristotle in that passage. "Wc arc awake" is 
per se noium like a principle of demonstration. Nor is it any obstacle 
that it is contingent, since, as has been said elsewhere, there is an order 
among contingents. . . . And just as there is certitude with respect to 
waking like that with respect to a per se notum, so also is there with 
respect to many other acts that are in our power (such as "I am under
standing" and "I am hearing")." 

Clearly such facts as "I am understanding" and "I am awake" are not absolutely 
brute or metaphysically immediate, but they are epistemically Immediate. 1 do 
not know that I am awake on the basis of any logically prior facts, although no 
doubt there are logically prior facts. Rather, the fact that I am awake is an unar-
gued-for starting point for argument, and my knowledge of that fact is not only 
immediate but cenain. 

The contingent truths of the moral law are epistemically immediate in just 
this way. Although they depend on logically prior facts, they are not known on 
the basis of any logically prior facts. They can therefore function as "principles 
of demonstration" for which there is in turn no demonstration, as unargued-for 
starting points for argument. They are. in St Paul's words, "written on our 
hearts."" We can assume that they were written there by God. who created us 
with moral intuitions to suit the moral order he freely and contingently created. 

4. Condusion 

Scotus's understanding of the role of reason in morality is explicitly tai
lored so as to go hand in hand with his voluntarism; there is no conflict at all 
between the two views. Since God created us with the ability to regulate our ac-
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tions in accordance with our own knowledge of (he moral law, oar i 
not fully morally good unless (hey involve an exercise of our own reason. Ba 
since we cannot come to know discursively what God has freely and cootia-
gently willed concerning the moral law. God has granted us an 
knowledge of the moral law. 

Natural reason thus knows the moral law immediately and not by aiga-
ment. Right reason is the correct application of such knowlet^ to speafe 
circumstances. And action on the basis of a complete dictate of right reasoo a 
fully morally good. In this way, any agent who makes proper use of reasoo oa 
easily elicit morally good acts without ever having the slightest thought abon 
God's will, even though in fact it is God's sovereign will that freely established 
the moral facts that the agent is correctly discerning artd following. 
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